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Abstract: In this paper human unique voice characteristics used to increase the human to computer interaction (HCI)
and automation in the machine uses. This system is a combination of training phase and testing phase, training phase
includes the training of the system and testing phase work on the to identify the new or existed speaker information
based on training. Noise elimination algorithm applied on the new audio file to eliminate the noise from voice signal
and help to extract the features easily. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features extraction technique
used to extract unique features from voice, on the extracted feature Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Dimension
reduction technique applied to increase the efficiency of performance, A GMM is a parametric probability density
function. GMM parameters are estimated from training data using the iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm or Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation from a well-trained prior model. GMM creates the super vectors
as features for a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model for classification of a speaker voice according classified age
group like child, young, adult, senior, age group classification help identify the age group and precise age of speaker,
reduce the complexity of pattern matching using the SVM classification. Proposed techniques increase the performance
and accuracy of system.
Index Terms: Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), support vector machine
(SVM), Expectation-Maximization (EM), Maximum a Posteriori (MAP), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs),
Suprasegmental Hidden Markov Models (SPHMMs).
I.

INTRODUCTION

In HCI many characteristics like a human face,
fingerprint, iris, voice used to identify the human and
human information, this system focused on the unique
human voice each human has a unique voice. The
speaker-specific characteristics of the signal can be
exploited by listeners and technological applications to
describe and classify speakers, based on age, gender,
accent, language, emotion or health, gender, age, accent
and emotion are some of speaker characteristics being
investigated in voice-based speaker classification systems.
A major motivation comes from the desire to develop
human machine interfaces that are more adaptive and
responsive to a user's behavior. There is an increasing
need to know not only what an information user conveys
but also how it is being conveyed. Given the very
importance of emotions in human communication and
decision making, for instance, automatic dialog systems
with the ability to recognize emotions can respond to
callers according to the detected emotional state or they
can pass control over to human operators. Interactive
voice response (IVR) systems are one of the most mature
applications of automatic speech recognition (ASR) today
and are widely deployed for customer care and service
applications, also In call centers, classification of speakers
into age categories is used to perform user-profiling,
which is a basis for important applications like market
research, targeted advertising, and service customization.
Copyright to IJARCCE

Several speech based age and gender estimation systems
were proposed, using and combining different kinds of
acoustic features and classification algorithms.
A first noise removal process used to remove the noise
from the speaker audio file. The noise removal process is
generally called signal denoising. The noise removal
process removes the background noise and help to extract
the only clear feature from the signal.
This system
investigates new methods for feature extraction from the
speaker’s voice and classification to meet this challenge
and find the exact outcome. Extracted speech features
range from traditional features in speech recognition such
as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). Many
types of feature are extracted using the MFCC extraction
like spectral and prosodic features include energy,
frequency, duration, pitch of the signal, range, etc.
Feature selection, then performed to find a more suitable
feature set for building speaker models using the
GMM/SVM super vector system for speaker age and
gender recognition, GMM create the Model of each
speaker for training purpose. SVM classification
technique is adopted from state-of-the-art speaker
classification in gender and age group and recognition of
precise age [1]. Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is
used, the accuracy is improved compared to using the
linear kernel; however, the computation complexity is
more sensitive to the feature dimension. Classic
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dimension reduction methods like Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
tend to eliminate the relevant feature information and
cannot always be applied without damaging the model's
accuracy. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and
Suprasegmental Hidden Markov Models (SPHMMs) have
been used as classifiers in the two-stage recognizer, to
identify the hidden state means feature from spectral and
prosodic feature to identify the exact characteristics of the
speaker.

Tetsuya Takiguchi and Yasuo Ariki [6] investigate robust
feature extraction using kernel PCA instead of DCT,
where kernel PCA is applied to the mel scale filter bank
output, because the expectation is that kernel PCA will
project the main speech element onto low-order features,
while noise element onto high order ones. The use of
kernel PCA provides high performance and high
accuracy.

Michael Feld, Felix Burkhardt and Christian Muller [7]
present
a
GMM/SVM
supervector
system
(GaussianMixture Model combined with Support Vector
II.
RELATED WORK
Machine) for speaker age and gender recognition, a
Gil Dobry, Ron M. Hecht [1] presents a novel dimension technique that is adopted from state-of-the-art speaker
reduction method Principal Component Analysis (PCA) recognition. This emphasizes the need of providing
which reduce large dimensions of feature into small flexible in car dialog that take into account the specific
dimension and improves the accuracy and the efficiency needs and preferences of the respective user (group).
of speakers age estimation systems based on speech
Afzal Hossan, Sheeraz Memon and Mark A Gregory [8]
signal. Two different gender male & female based age
present MFCC feature extraction method is a leading
estimation approaches were implemented, the first age
approach for speech feature extraction and current
group (Senior, Adult, and Young) classification, and the
research aims to identify performance enhancements. One
second, exact age identification using the SVM
of the recent MFCC implementations is the Delta-Delta
classification technique.
MFCC, which improves speaker verification. In this
Hugo Meinedo1, Isabel Trancoso [2] present gender paper, a new MFCC feature extraction method based
detection is a very useful task for a wide range of usage on distributed Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT-II) is
and application. In the Spoken Language Systems lab of presented. Speaker verification tests are proposed
INESC-ID, the Gender Identification module is one of the based on three different feature extraction methods
basic components of our Voice processing system, where including: conventional MFCC, Delta-Delta MFCC and
it is mainly used for speaker separation, in order to avoid distributed DCT-II based Delta-Delta MFCC with a
mixing speakers from different genders in the same Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classifier.
cluster. Gender information (male, female & children) is
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
also used for building gender-dependent acoustic models
for speech recognition. Here the third group classification
System Architecture
is children because sometime difficult distinguish the A.
child's voice in two group male and female.
System Architecture divided into two phase that is
1.
Training phase
Mohamad Hasan Bahari, Hugo Van Hamme [3]
2.
Testing phase
introduces new gender detection and an age estimation
approach. To create this strategy, after determining an Most of the operations are same in the training phase and
acoustic model for all speakers of the database, Gaussian testing phase
mixture weights are extracted and concatenated to create a
Feature Extraction
super vector for each speaker. Then, hybrid architecture B.
of GRNN and WSNMF is developed using the super Prior to the MFCCs, Linear Prediction Coefficients
vectors of the training data set.
(LPCs) and Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients
Ismail Mohd, Adnan Shahin [4] focused on improving (LPCCs) used for feature extraction and were the main
emotion identification performance and accuracy based feature type for automatic speech recognition (ASR). Step
on a two-stage recognizer that is composed of gender by step MFCC procedure.
recognizer followed by an emotion recognizer. This work 1. Divide the signal into short frames.
is a gender dependent and speaker-independent emotion 2. For each frame calculate the periodogram estimate of
recognizer. Both HMMs and SPHMMs have been used as
the power spectrum.
classifiers in the two-stage architecture. Two types of 3. Apply the mel filter bank to the power spectra, sum
databases are used first is collected database using
the energy in each filter.
different emotions sample and second standard Emotional 4. Take the logarithm of all filter bank energies. Take
Prosody Speech and Transcripts database.
the log of each of the 26 energies from step
Chul Min Lee and Shrikanth Narayanan [5] explore the 5.
detection of domain-specific emotions using language and
discourse information in conjunction with acoustic
correlates of emotion in speech signals. The main focus is
on detecting emotions (happy or unhappy, angry, sad, 6.
neutral, etc) using spoken language data obtained from a
call center application and from another source.
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Take the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the 26
log filter bank energies to give 26 cepstral
coefficients. For ASR, only the lower 12-13 of the 26
coefficients are kept.
Keep DCT coefficients 2-13, discard the rest.
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Fig 1. System Architecture Block Diagram
An audio signal is constantly changing nature. Assume
that on short time scales the audio signal doesn't change
much. Frame the signal into 20-40ms frames. If the frame
is much shorter we don't have enough samples to get a
reliable spectral estimate [6][14]. The next step is
calculating the power spectrum of each frame, identifying
which frequencies are present in which frame. Each frame
has to be multiplied with a hamming window in order to
keep the continuity of the first and the last points in the
frame [14].
The final step is to compute the DCT of the log filter bank
energies. There are 2 main reasons this is performed.
Because our filter banks are all overlapping, the filter
bank energies are quite correlated with each other. The
DCT decorrelates the energies which mean diagonal
covariance matrices can be used to model the features.
The Mel scale relates perceived frequency, energy or
pitch, of a pure tone to its actual measured frequency. The
formula for converting from frequency to Mel scale is,

GMM is a parametric probability density function used as
a weighted sum of Gaussian component densities. GMM
are commonly used as a parametric model of the
probability distribution of continuous measurements or
features. A Gaussian mixture model is a weighted sum of
M component Gaussian densities as given by the
equation,
P (X|λ) = ∑mi=1Wi g(x|ui, ∑i) …………. (3.3.1)

Where x is a D-dimensional continuous-valued data
vector (i.e. measurement or features),
Wi, i = 1. . . M, are the mixture weights, and
g (x|ui, ∑i) , i = 1, . . . ,M, are the component Gaussian
densities with mean vector μi and covariance matrix i.
The mixture weights satisfy the constraint that ∑mi=1. The
complete Gaussian mixture model is parameterized by the
mean vectors, covariance matrices and mixture weights
from all component densities. Using the features of
training vectors and a GMM configuration, we wish to
estimate the parameters of the GMM, λ, which in some
M(f)=1125 ln(1+f/500)
…….(3.2.1)
sense best matches the distribution of the training feature
To go from Mels back to frequency,
vectors. There are several techniques available for
-1(m)
M =700(exp(m/1125)-1)
……..(3.2.2)
estimating the parameters of a GMM. By far the most
Delta cepstrum take the time derivatives of (energy + popular and well-established method is maximum
MFCC) as new features, shows the velocity and likelihood (ML) estimation. The aim of ML estimation is
acceleration (energy + MFCC). MFCC work at both to find the model parameters which maximize the
testing side and training, on extracted feature Gaussian likelihood of the GMM given the training data. For a
Mixture Model (GMM) applied to create the model for sequence of T training vectors X = {x1. . . xT }, the
each type of speaker.
GMM likelihood, assuming independence between the
vectors1, can be written as,
C.
Gaussian Mixture Modeling
P(X|λ) = πTt=1 P(xt|λ)
..….. (3.3.2)
Copyright to IJARCCE
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ML parameter estimates can be obtained iteratively using
a special case of the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm. The basic idea of the EM algorithm is,
beginning with an initial model _, to estimate a new
model λ, such that p (X| λ) >= p(X| λ). The new model
then becomes the initial model for the next iteration and
the process is repeated until some convergence threshold
is reached.

X1
Class0: f(x) <0
Maximum Margin
hyperplane

Maximum Posteriori (MAP) estimation. MAP estimation
is used, for example, in speaker recognition applications
to derive speaker model by adapting from a universal
background model (UBM). It is also used in other pattern
recognition tasks where limited labeled training data is
used to adapt a prior, general model.
D.

Feature Classification

A support vector machine is a powerful technique for
pattern classification according to the each group speaker
feature. SVM map feature vector into a high dimensional
space and then separate feature classes with a hyper plane.
A critical aspect of using SVMs successfully is the design
of the inner product, the kernel, induced by the high
dimensional mapping. We consider the application of
SVM to speaker and language recognition and
classification. An SVM is a discriminative classifier, it
models the boundary between different speaker feature
using hyper plane, for example, a speaker and a set of
impostors. This approach contrasts to traditional methods
for speaker recognition which separately model the
probability distributions of the speaker and the general
population, by exploring SVM methods.

Class1: f(x)>0
X2

Fig.2. Support Vector Machine
Equation 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 satisfy the condition and classify
the feature into two classes class0 and class 1. SVM
classifer used the a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a
high or infinite dimensional space, which can be used for
classification, regression, or other tasks, Maximum
Margin hyper plane increase the feature or record
classification grater as compare to other classifier.
IV.

DATA TABLES AND RESULT ANALYSIS

In the [1] previous system used the voice or speech data
used to train the system model was taken from the LDC’s
Switchboard corpus annotated with age and gender labels.
Proposed system use audio/voice data from two sources
one is using the internet and second is the collected
audio/voice dataset in .wav format because of quality
issue. Proposed system used the classification technique
for Data classification, according to the age group and
emotion. While training the voice processing system
f(x) = ∑nk=1aitiK(x;xi) +d……… ……..(3.4.1)
Training dataset is divided into seven group notations are
The vectors xi is support vectors and obtained from the C, T, MY, MA , MS ,FY , FA , and FS in the following
training set by an optimization process. The ideal outputs Table .I.
are either 1 or -1, depending upon whether the
TABLE I Classification of Speaker’s Dataset
corresponding support vector is in class 0 or class 1,
respectively. For classification, a class decision is based
Classified
Age Range
Notation
upon whether the value f(x), is above or below a
Dataset Name
(Year)
threshold.
Child
0-08
C
Teenage

09-17

T

Where the yi is either 1 or −1, indicating the class to
which
the
point Xi belongs.
Each Xi is
adimensional vector. We want to find the maximummargin hyper plane that divides the points having yi =
1 from those having yi = -1.

Male young

18-30

MY

Male Adult

30-60

MA

Male Senior

>60

MS

Female young

18-30

FY

Any hyper plane can be written as the set of
points X satisfying maximum margin hyper plane and
margins for an SVM trained with samples from two
classes. Samples on the margin are called the support
vectors [14].

Female Adult

30-60

FA

Female Senior

>60

FS

D = {(xi,yi)|xi € Rp yi(1,-1)}ni=1…………(3.4.1)

W.x–b=1

………………..(3.4.2)
And
W . x – b = -1 ………………..(3.4.3)
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Classifications of training dataset’s, shown in Table I,
were selected such that there is no speaker overlap
between them. Collect the audio file from different above
mentioned age group type and in each emotion and train
the system on well classified database to increase the
performance and accuracy.
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Table II Result for Speaker Dependent sample

Notation
C
TA
MY
MA
MS
FY
FA
FS

Classified Type
Child
Teen Age
Male Young
Male Adult
Male Senior
Female young
Female Adult
Female Senior

Training

Testing

Overall Result

8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10

8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10

80
88
100
100
100
100
100
100

The database is collected from different source like an
audio clip from movie, news channel, some dialog, and
recorded audio clip[2][4] [3].
Emotion identification and age identification are gender
dependent; two recognizers are used that is composed of
gender recognizer followed by an emotion recognizer.
And two databases, one is the collected database and
second is emotional prosody speech and Transcripts
database. For each type of emotion training dataset is
collected from different source and also from the
emotional prosody speech dataset [4].
MFCC plays important role in proposed system; feature
of training data is extracted using the feature extraction
technique. MFCC is a highly efficient algorithm for
feature extraction, here provide the noise free small voice
file to feature extraction and for GMM modeling with
dimension reduction, because large file increase the
processing time and reduce the system performance
Figure show file size effect on feature extraction and
other processes.

V.

CONCLUSION

The techniques implemented on different kind’s data type
as discussed data table, an age-group classifier and a
precise age estimator by SVM classifier and regression.
The results taken on multiple data sets of speech and
different languages and different and the number of voice
files. Gender dependency increases the classification
result of male and female speaker. SVM classifier
classifies the age group speaker and identifies the age
group and precise age of speaker using regression
technique. System gives the greater result accuracy and
efficiency of system performance, average result accuracy
of system is 96%.
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